Client: Pure Web Results marketing agency (end client “The 804 Building/Meeting
Space” - www.the804building.com
Project: Write the “About Us” page for new website
Objective: Write an About page that captures the Unique Selling Proposition of the
client’s business and compels readers to check out the rest of the website or request
more information.
After meeting with my client at the marketing agency, we opted for “story format” copy.
This kind of copy is capable of engaging the reader and empathizing with him/her, while
at the same time, providing more information about the company. Especially for a local
business like this one, it’s definitely been a wise strategic direction, because it speaks to
the community.
Copy Excerpt:

We Had Unconventional Dreams...Here’s Our Story
[Alt-1: We Had Unconventional Dreams...Here’s What Happened]
[Alt-2: Here’s How We Turned Unconventional Dreams Into Reality]
[Alt-3: Turning Unconventional Dreams Into Reality]
Working at the highest levels is tough in today’s growing and frantic business environment.
We see it every day here in Downtown Dayton. Tech is taking over and while empowering,
it’s also disrupting. Soon you end up grinding your day away to do more in less time.
What if you could take your work somewhere other than those four walls? Some place
where ideas easily flow and getting in touch with new fascinating people is simply the
norm. Where you breathe and live the vibrant and active lifestyle that allows you to think
grand plans and put them in motion.
WIth 7 million visitors every year, the Greater Downtown Dayton area is turning more and
more from a mere business district, into a vital spot for anyone who wants to work, play
and learn. We were born here and wanted to do our part in creating a place where
everyone could do just that.

With The 804 we’ve realized our vision of keeping Dayton’s historic
foundations alive, while building and improving on them.
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The result is a dynamic, energetic and uniquely characteristic environment standing out
among everything else in the area. This is where you can work, have fun, learn or simply
relax, without the distractions and demands of the busy Downtown’s corporate and tech
world.
It all started with the idea of turning the old 804 warehouse building into a urban indoor
facility offering Tech Town’s new workers and residents a safe storage space. We quickly
realized the incredible potential this building had, and how much more we could do, not
only for our new neighbors but for our families, our friends, the people of Dayton.

We ended up building what we knew was missing and felt everyone
here needed the most.
Whether you look for a productive and inspiring meeting and training off-site space. Or you
want to share a warm cup of coffee at our bar with your friends and colleagues. From early
in the morning until late at night. You’ll find your perfect spot at The 804.
You can take a look at all our tenants to know more about who’s already chosen to be a
part of our family or call +1 937-503-7268 to reserve our meeting space for your club and
corporate meetings, training events and support group gatherings.
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